Choose any such r. with r^ < r. < r The integer N may be chosen sufficiently large so that the solution rit; r.) is equal to the solution rit, tN, r;) for some t e R . This contradicts the assumption that initial value problems for (1) are unique and shows that i(l); r^} has a maximal solution.
It can be shown in a similar manner that the terminal value problem i(l); r^J has a minimal solution. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
As an immediate consequence of the definition of asymptotic equilibrium and Theorem 1 we obtain the following:
Corollary. Suppose that initial value problems of (1) tions and yet not be locally in asymptotic equilibrium on either side of the terminal value. For example, the problem ir' = -rirl)(r+ l); 0} has extremal solutions but is not locally in asymptotic equilibrium about r^ = 0.
Theorem 2. // all terminal value problems of (1) have both extremal solutions, then (1) is in asymptotic equilibrium.
Proof. If the conclusion of the theorem is false, then there is a terminal value problem i(l); r^} which has no solution.
We assert that there must exist a constant rM where r., > r^ and with the property that the terminal value problem i(l); /■"} has a solution. If this is not the case; then, since all solutions of (1) that are valid for large / are convergent, there must be some terminal value problem of (1) then an argument similar to the one above can be used to establish that r* < r^.
Using the above techniques, it can also be shown that the terminal value problems [ (1); 7*j and 1(1); r*! have solutions. Let r*il) denote the minimal solution of 1(1); r*! and rtU) denote the maximal solution of 1(1); rt\.
Numbers r. e R and T £ R+ can be chosen in such a manner that the solution rit, 7, r ) of (1) satisfies r*(') < rit, T, r ) < r*it), t>T. These inequalities lead to a contradiction of the definitions of r* or rt. This means that the terminal value problem 1(1); r \ has a solution; therefore, (8) \du/dt = git, u) -e~l/n; r^ + l/n} has a solution uit; r^ + l/n) provided n is sufficiently large, say n > N.
From (5) and (6), it follows that D*Vit) > git, Vit)) -e~l/n, V{°°) < r^ + l/n.
T. G. HALLAM Ijuly
The above result of Mamedov implies that (9) Vit)<uit;rgo+l/n), t £ Jn, 72 > N. Theorem 4. Suppose that the functions f and g satisfy conditions (10) and (11) . For each constant c, suppose that initial value problems of dr/dt = -git, r + c) have unique solutions. Then, each solution x = xit) of (12) that is valid for large t satisfies tae (/) e L™iR+) O LpiR +) for all p > 1.
Proof. From the definition of e (t), it follows that ||x(r)|| < e it) + ||x ||.
Using this estimate and inequality (10) we obtain the terminal differential inequality \D*exit) > -git, exU) + ||xj|); <?x(oo) = 0}.
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Next, we note that the associated terminal value problem (13) \dr/dt = -git, r+ ||xj|); 0} allows perturbations in L (R+) O C [R+, R] . In fact, it can be shown that (11) implies that the equation dr/dt = -git, r + Ux^JI) is in asymptotic equilibrium.
The proof is a standard application of the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem.
It is similar to the proof of the Lemma in [4] and for this reason will be omitted.
It follows from Theorem 1 that the problem (13) has both extremal solutions.
If ffÁt', 0) denotes the maximal solution of the problem (13) A weight function other than t can be used in (11) and a result analogous to Theorem 4 may be obtained.
For example, let </> = cSu) be a continuously differentiable function with <p" > 8 > 0 on R+ and such that f °°<JS'(z)g(z, \)dt < oo for all A > 0. Then, the maximal solution r^it; 0) of (13) Proof. Suppose that there exist two solutions x At), x At) oí the problem 1(12); xj. Defining mit) = \\x {it) -x2(/)|| and using (16), we obtain D*mit) > -git, mit)). Theorem 3 implies that mit) < 0 which proves the theorem. 
